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We can't afford that even once more. It would finish us.
The last one brought us where we are. It was the machine
age against the Small Producer. The next one. * . . But
there must not be a next one. I told that interviewer who
had been to Weehawken that there was never going to be
another war. . . . To-day the descendants of Q,. Fabius
Maximus, about whom Miss Hall used to tell me, are begin-
ning a Ride . . . Southwards. ... In his day they said:
Semper aliquid novi ex Africa. . . , What new thing is coming
out of Africa now? Even Boston has learned that it is better
to leave African questions alone. . . . Where shall we be
when the New Thing that is coming out of Africa shadows
the world? Perhaps we shall be no more there. . . . And
glad of it. ...
§
Look, there is a cold lake. Metallic with the reflections of
the eternal snows. Let us plane down to it and, sitting on
its banks, consider how to get rid of Wall-fever.
§
It is a curious coincidence that the first Latin sentence we
most of us learned was: balbus murum aedefigat . . *
Balbus is building a wall. You remember how it goes on?
. . . "The boy will lose some time. . . . He came to
irritate wasps." . . . You remember? Prophetic, wasn't it?
5
The North-Easter blows the spray in our faces; the waves
beat on the concrete rocks of the breakwater where the gulls
are assembled. The New Yorker shivers under furs only meant
to resist the rigours of a Manhattan steam-heated apartment.
Biala, with frozen fingers, has gone into the Council Cham-
ber. . . . She hopes that if her fingers thaw she will be able
to draw its horse-shoe perspectives.
The skies are a uniform, swiftly shifting grey; the autumn
golds and wet greens of the mountains confront u$ beneath
hastening veils; the eternal snows are veiled. We are beyond
the edge of Beyond. This is the Lake of Geneva.

